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Hi there

 

Most website owners focus on getting traffic to their sites to generate sales,

leads or subscribers.  The more traffic you receive the more sales you will

make, right?.  Well not really.... 

 

This is only partially true because you still need to convert the traffic into

buyers.  Focusing your efforts only on getting traffic is like throwing mud at a

wall.  Some of it will stick. 

 

Once you have readers on your site, it’s the copywriting that will keep the lights

on and encourage your readers stick around…
 

And just who am I? 

 

I’m Dianne Ward, writer, journalist and educator.  I help people

to communicate and connect better, build brands and grow online

businesses through copywriting that's authentic, connection driven and

persuasive.

 

I’m so happy that you’ve downloaded my website guide - the number 1 thing

you want your website to nail is to convert readers into buyers, and I’m super

excited to help you do that.

 

So how to use this guide?

 

Grab a copy and sit down in front of your website and be ready to review your

site objectively against this checklist.    Remember your site is a living

breathing entity.  You’ll always be tweaking, updating and adding bits based on

audience engagement and your offerings.  

 

I review my site once a month or so – even more frequently if I’m adding new

offerings.  

 

Ok, ready? Let's do this....

ready?  Lets do this…
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1.     Are you using enough headlines and subheads to break-up the

content and draw attention to the main points on the page.

 

2.    Does your headline directly talk to your reader?

 

3.    Does your headline spark a conversation already taking place

in your dream customers mind?

 

4.    Does your headline contain any industry jargon that may be

confusing to your reader?

 

5.    Does your headline propel your reader to “read on”?

 

6.    Does your subheading reinforce to a greater degree what you

have said in your headline?

 

7.    Are your headlines acting as a qualifier – narrow down your

audience – you want to attract your dream clients that want and need your

services.
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BODY TEXT
 

8.   Are you being specific? Writing in general terms will only bore your visitors. Instead

focus your writing on making specific points. It will help keep your readers focused.

 

9.    Are you reinforcing your unique selling position?  What makes your website stand

out from your competitors. 

 

10.    Does your text clearly demonstrate the value on each page?

 

11.    Are you being too smart with your words?  Remember keep it simple.  You don’t

want your readers to work too hard to understand what you’re trying to say. 

 

12.    Are you using action words? Use action verbs at the beginning of your sentences

to grab your reader’s attention. Examples of action verbs include: Discover, how, get,

etc.  Another way to get readers attention is by asking questions i.e. “are you

getting a lot of website traffic but not generating any sales?”

 

13.    Do you have testimonials or evidence to back up your centre of excellence?

 

14.    Can you use bullet points instead of long paragraphs? Your copy will be easier to

read by drawing attention to these points.

 

15.    Do the words in your opening paragraph glide off the tongue - is it easy to read?

 

16.    Are your paragraphs short, no more than 5 sentences?

 

17.  Does your closing sentence end with a bang and drive home your message or key

offering?

 

18.  Does the reader get more excited as they read further along your text? 

 

19.  Is the tone of your text written in your authentic voice?  Writing “corporate speak”

or in third person tense (such as we or our) will only result in turning off your visitors.

When writing your website copy imagine having a conversation with a person opposite

you. Try to convey that familiarity into your content. It will help break down the barriers

between you and your reader.
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20..  Does your copy use the 5 senses? Add in words that connect to our sense

of sight, hearing, taste, touch, and smell?

 

21.  Do you have a humble tone in your words, are you establishing friendship,

are you being relatable?

 

22.  Does your copy make sense?  Read from beginning to end to make sure.

 

23.  Is your reader, not you, the hero of the story?
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ACTION
 

24.  Does your site have a clear call to action?

 

25.  Are you call to actions easy to locate?

 

26.  Are they in more than one spot?

 

27.  Have you also included free offerings or downloads?

 

28.  Does the call to action promise to provide the goods on the

other side of the action? 

 

29.  Are your buttons catchy?     

 

30.  Does your offering provide a guarantee to alleviate the fear

of buying?



OVERALL LOOK
AND FEEL

 

31.   Are you using images?  Sometimes an image says it better than written

text.  BUT avoid using images just for the sake of having pretty pictures on your

pages. Only use images to enhance your content.

 

32.    Are you using lots of white space?  A cluttered web page is very difficult

to read. Make sure you include plenty of white space between all elements on

the page. For example add 5 to 10 pixels of white space between an image and

the content.

 

33.   Have you considered your main keywords?  Search engines find your

content by the keywords you use. Before you write any content do keyword

research to discover how many visits a specific keyword is receiving each

month. Include these keywords in your headlines, sub headlines and main web

copy. 

 

34.   Are you using anchor text?  This refers to text that contains a live link. For

example if you were writing about camping equipment and wanted to link to

camping locations on another page “camping locations” would be your anchor

text.

 

35.   Are you encouraging interactivity?  Search engines give credit to how long

a person remains on your website, therefore include interactive elements within

your content such as videos, images and the ability to leave comments.

 

36.    Have you proofread your content?   It’s amazing how we all overlook

typos.  But spelling and grammar mistakes make your website copy look

unprofessional. Get someone else to proofread it before releasing your content

to the public. If you can’t find anyone, let it sit for a few hours then read through

it again. Often you’ll discover errors you never saw the first time.
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